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Hip Flexor Stretches-5 

1. Beginner Lunge Stretch -In lunge position, drop back knee to 
ground, and slowly lean forward and hold once there is a deep 
stretch in hip flexor. Switch sides. *Note-do not let knee go past 
foot unless it is comfortable, the key is to try to drop the back leg 
for a deeper hip flexor stretch. Bring same arm up as leg that is 
back and slightly lean to opposite side to stretch hip and ab-

dominals a little more. Hold 20-
30 seconds.  
 
*Advanced Lunge Stretch -On knees, push back bent leg against wall 
so that knee is on ground and lower leg in pushed up against wall, front 
leg in lunge position. Sit up straight and push deeper into stretch by 
pushing hard against wall and lowering lunge. Switch sides.  

 

 

 
2. Foam Roller Hip Flexor Stretch -Lie on back on foam 
roller with lower back on roller just above buttocks. 
Bring legs up into table top position and slowly bring 
one leg into extended position, stretching out in extend-
ed position as far as comfortable but deep enough to 
feel a stretch in the hip flexor on that leg. Hold this for 
20 seconds, switch legs.  

 
 
 
 
 

3. Butterfly -Sit in butterfly position, feet touching, and drop 
head and neck and upper body as far as able while gently pushing 
knees down to ground. Hold 20 seconds. 
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4. Lying on Bench-Lie on tall bench with thigh hang-
ing down off end or side of bench. Raise opposite 
thigh toward side of torso. Hook hand around inside 
of upper thigh. Grasp elbow with opposite hand and 
keep arms close to body. Allow lower thigh to drop 
toward floor. Hold stretch 20 seconds. Repeat with 
opposite side. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
5. Standing-Stand facing bench or elevated platform, 

approximately legs length away. Place one foot on bench or 
platform. Slowly lunge forward by bending forward leg. 
With chest high, straighten hip of rear leg by pushing hips 
forward. Hold stretch 15-20 seconds. Repeat with opposite 
side. 
 


